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FOREWORD

This report has had classified material removed in order to

make the information available on an unclassified, open

publication basis, to any interested parties. This effort to

declassify this report has been accomplished specifically to

support the Department of Defense Nuclear Test Personnel Revicw

(NTPR) Program. The objective is to facilitate studies of the . -

low levels of radiation received by some individuals during the -

atmospheric nuclear test program by making as much information

as possible available to all interested parties.

The material which has been deleted is all currently
classified zc Restricted Data or Formerly Restricted Data under

the provision of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, (as amended) or

is National Security Information.

This report has been reproduced directly from available

copies of the original material. The locations from which
material has been deleted is generally obvious by the spacings

and "holes" in the text. Thus the context of the material
deleted is identified to assist the reader in the determination

of whether the deleted information is germane to his study.

It is the belief of the individuals who have participated
in preparing this report by deleting the classified material

and of the Defense Nuclear Agency that the report accurately

portrays the contents of the original and that the deleted,-"-
material is of little or no significance to studies into the
amounts or types of radiation received by any individuals

during the atmospheric nuclear test program.
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ABSTRACT

Zxperiumnts on Shots 14 and 9 were conducted to determine the mag-
nitude of the hazards associated with flight through the head of an
atomic cloud a fey minutes after detonation. The total a~mm radiation
dose and the does rate were masured by various integrating dose ters
and Ionization chambers carried through the cloud hir parachute-borne
canisters and in QF-80 drone aircraft. The internal radiation dos
from inhalation of fission products was evaluated from Zr 9 ? and mo99

analyse, of tissues of mice end imoueys flown through the clouds inside
& sealed compartment pressurized to 5 pai above ambient pressure by the
ventilating system of the drone aircraft. Temperature tapes and a
pressure measuring device were utilized on and in the drones to measure
temperature and pressure conditions encountaxed during clank. passage.

Results showed that dos rates of trot, 38.000 to 7500 /hr were
encountered in the clouds, 2.7 to 5.2 min art~rf detonation. -The average
dos rates observed (Including previous data from Operation GHKEIH(WSZ)
may be represented by the equat ion

-131 z10t26

where is in r/hr and t is the time of cloud penetration expressed in
minutes. This equation is applicable from 2.7 to 25 min after detona-
tion..

~Ientegrated external gamma radiation dose varied from 5.7 to
200 r depending on the time of penetration, the rate of travel through
the radiation field and the section of the radiation field traversed.
The experimental result* support the conclus ion that less than 50 r of
external pua radiation =W be received by a flight crew flying
through the bead of an &tomic cloud from datoiat ions of 30 KT or less
provided time of entry is not earlier than 14 min and the aircraft is
traveling at a speed of 400 knots or greater.

The internal radiation haznard resulting from the inhalation of
fission products and xnfissioned Ptu239 and U235 during cloud passage
appeared to be entirely insignificant compared to the integrated exter-
nal dose received. The ratio of the internal to external radiation
hazard was about 1/100 andi was Predicted. on the basis of theory, to be
Independent of bomb yield.

Indications were that no significantly high temperatures or pro@-
sure changes were encountered in the claut at the time of drone Pa-
2460.

3, f .



POREWORD

This report is one of the reports presenting the results of the
78 projects participating in the Militarx ffects Tests Program of A
Operation UPSHOT-KNOTHOLZ, vhich included 11 test detonutions. Tor
readers interested In other pertinent test information, reference is
made to VT-782, Summary Reuort of the Technical Directo, Military
-ffects Program. This suary report includes the following informa-
tion of possible general interest.

a. An over-all description of each detonation. including
yield, height of burst, ground zero loc-tion, time of
detonation, ambient atmospheric conditions at detona-
tion, ete., for the 11 shots.

b. Couplation and correlation of all project results on
the basic measurements of blast and shock, thermal
radiation, and nuclear radiation.

'..,

a. Coupilation and correlation of the various project
results on weapons effects.

d. A sumry of each project, including objectives and
results.

Ae. complete listing of all reports covering the Military
Iffects Tests Proram.

o..."C

.................
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O;N,,CEAPTRM 1

OBJLPCTIYN

The genera.l objective of Project 4.1 was to define and evaluate
the magnitude and Importance of the various potential hazards to
which a flight crew would be exposed on flying through the head of
the muabroom-shaped cloud for-med by the detonation of an atomic
weapon. This information is an essential element of operational
planning to asoure, an far an possible. the safety of air crave in
the execution of atomic warfare. Thus, the parameters of tho erperi-
W ntal conditions for Project L.1 were adjusted. where posa*;ole. to
simulate, the worst conditions to be expected in the eTent Of A
atomic cloud penetration on a bombing mis3sioU. The param~eters re-

the cloud. 2) penetration within & few minutes after detonation. andj
3nrdvr slos ) penetration of thu 500ftmnas eel bead or hishr.o

fission products, maxizue or peak temperature inside the cloud,an
the prsu haanges encountered during penetration.

In order to evaluate the above hazards the specific objectives
of the operation were as follows: 1) measurement of the external
gam radiation intensity, 2) measurement of the integrated external
gama radiation dome during cloud Passage, 3) determination of the

fraction of the fission cloud deposited In the lungs of nice and-
the skin of aircraft,* and 5) measurement of pressure changs en-

A countered by the drones during penetration.

15
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CHAM 2

-4 Purling Opeaton SAJDS1"C Scoville, Co47. and King (14) firs t
&ttGVW o etimte he oserate in an atomic clond from film

bed'e "Mauts And CloDW transit time of 3-17 drone aircraft. They
OOSOA~dtba at isn aterdetonation the average dose rate within

the a13oMftk pesiug through the mushroom head was of the order of

1MtY as & funotioa of tim after detonation vas inde at operation
by Koch (10) using the loglarihc recording ion chambers

hs" flb~ avtaw Pretensiy ttiesofaut4wnferdoain

about VL04 riJWL At time of &bout 10 sin he found the average rates
to be iant to-' rfhs. 110asureuents yore made atpetrio tj
tuds'e nglWics fr U1,000 to 30-000 ft. go Particular correlation i
with altitude Of penetration or bomb yield was found. The variation
with time Of ent2y, however, was very pronounced a ezpected from the. i

4e04F Of fisein% Products and the exPwnsion of the cloud. As the
detona~tions duriM ngM were relatively high in yield It was

'14 not possible to intercept the head of the cloud. therefore, all

usaere"Mntf were mae in the Osm. The wide discrepancy between
the ftsults of Koch ad of Scoville,* Cody,* and King given above is

adm4ittedly subJect to OomU.'-bls uncertainty.
The Msm radiation intensity within A atomic cloud has re-

oeive. thbeoretical consideration by slientine. (6) Cohen and

o"UtstNandi feature of MWa of these calculations is the very high
hPA IMtensities encountered at very early times and ooupazativeily

1ow altitudes, dus to the sall cloud size and the high fission
Product aotivity.

MWe fist attempt to 01asU"r the integrated gaZm radiat ion

16
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hasard of flyTng through an atomic cloud vm that of Scoville, Cody,
and rt.1 (14) mntioned earlier. They concluded that the radiation
do" to (3-17) aircraft personnel voull be loe than the LD-0 but
sight, under sonw conditions, be several hundred roestgans (r). In
shot@ X-Ray aud Yoke. the integrated dome in ids ths 3-17 drones
were in general found to be lose tharE0 lv.hile in shot Zebra
where several of the plsn.s pmsd$ through the head of the clouA,

zposures of grester tbaul6LPO .*ere obtained. Interpretation of
these results in terms of the hasard to flight personnel was oompli-
oated by the fact that the planes made mltiple paes thronh the

lound and it was not possible to draw any oonclusious as to the
relative importance of each pes.

Koch (10) obtained rather reliable estlomtes of total rad&tio
dose by integrating the rate mter results obtasned during OMRMISUS.
The highest total dos obtained on a sin4l peas through tho cloud

was 117 r while the aye" for all easuemuts on the first passat about 4 min after detonation vas 41l re All waouromnte weeo nUo

thro gh the Sean of the cloud. The loelsatio chamber results were
about twvioe the readtags obtained on uIM film badges. While the
average energ of the radistion may not be as low as the 200 key
ooncluded by Koch, the difference in energ dependence of these two
methods of measuremnt would lead one to ezpeot the ionization oh. .;-

ber to give higher doses than those obtairmd with IN film badges,
A biological measu.reont of the total gmma radiation dose was

m at UMMH5 br the Biomedioal Group, Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory (LDSL).(l The quantitative relationship between thrum
weight loss of tw, mse and radiation dos gave ixtegrated dose
values that riaged from 73 to 190 r Although the radiation doses
were very near the limit of sensitivity )f the ,mthoJ the masers-
meats agreed in gunral with those reported by Koch, The biological
results wore somewhat higher (up to a factor of 2) than NU8 film
badge readings indicating that the average energy of the pm radia-
tion is quite lo, a conclusion also reached by Koch. The mince could
be flown only at altitudes of 20,000 ft or lower; therefore, because
of the kilotonnages aed times of passage, penetration was rode through
the stem of the omhroom only.

The results derived theorettoally (4,11,17) aree generally with
the experimental valves for the few oases where comparison is possible#
No concerted effort has been mae eitber to obtain data under the
conditions of the predictions or to n predictions for the conAdi-
tions that have been studied.

2.3 IJEMQ 3a"AR MMO tLa&'IOI 07 VZSBIOI P0D!E '

The theoretical reports mentioned in paragraph 2.2 bay given
*on attention to the possible importance of the hasn resulting
from the inhalatton of fission products during flight through the
cloud. Soe authors (11.17) baye concluded the hazard to be negli-
gible while others (4) have greatly over-emphasixed its possible

1M 17
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lmprtawo.. he first experimntal data on this point were obtained (.at MGFB using Rics.(111r:.
fhe evaluation of the resmt was oomplicated by a large &mount

of inaested aetirity as a result of the vice licking their contani-
nated fLre. In spite of the uncertainty In the mg tude of the
uptako b7 Lpetion, the total amount of fission products found in-
sde the alee va so small as to indicate that the Internal hazard-
v" oe lIIb2.e compared with the external pma dose. This observe-
tion ts in agreooent with the theoretio&a conclusion reached byITerest (17) aA Landahl.(ll)

ecauee of the complication created by Ingestion and because
of the dlffioulty In the eztrapolation df results from mouse to man,
it v doelded to repoat the studies using both mice and monkeys.
It vae also hoed that exposures could be made in ths head of the

olood rather ti in the stem

2.

I% .°
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CH.PTItR 3

INSTRUKaWVAT ION

3.1 Ifl'FYE2A GAJ4CL RADIATION ITMM~NITT

bTwo different methods were used to determine the gamma radiation
L do** rate In the cloud. Tb. first method via to drop canisters, con-

taing ionization chamber* with amplifiers and talemetering equipment,
vertically through the cloud. The second method, previously used
during GRMIX0US3, vie to place recording dose rate :-trs in droned
1-80 ai-rcral't which were flown horizontally through the radiation

L~ field.

3).1.1 Instrumutation of Paracthute-bkorn. Canisters W6-"

The be.sic equipment used to -aki pina intensity measurements
vertically throug~h the cloud consisted of a droppable detector'-trane-
mitto! unit AN/usq-l and & vBJ' radio receiver Ai/ARR-29. The drop-
pebble package was composed essentially of an ionization chamber
connected to 4 YHFr transmitter by a linear amplifier covering the
range 0-100.000 r/hr and modulating circuits, a mechanical timer.
pover source, *xtorual beater, parachute assembly, and an externally
smoed film pack. The rseceier. was a vide-band TV type designed
for the 160 megacycle range. .A detailed description of this equipment

r in Its original form, including allied equipment and ope rating charac-
teristics, Is given in JAJGIS Report V?-37O.(3) The following modifi-
catione were made to adapt the JANGLE radac equipment to the require-
mants of Project 4.1, tePSB-T-KNOTHOL-:

1) The rxi throum intensity rane of the A/UsQl was
increased to 1000000 r/hr and the units calibrated in this range.

2) The AN/Lh -29 THf receivers were peaked and directional
antennas were adapted to the receivers to Increase the toeme tering
range to give a readable signal1 at 13 miles.

3) The mechanical timer Inside the AN/Jq.. was modified to
turn the unit off after 4 sin of operation to prevent interference
ewith the group of canisters released at a later time.

4) Operation of the beacon channel circuitry was eliminated.

I. A%:
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5) The Jl/USQ-- - a equipped vith an external heater and ._
suitble Insulation to provide proper operating temperatures at high q

6) The air brake device used in low speed launchings was
replaced with a specially designed parachute and suspension cradle
arrangement to permit releases at high speed.

7) An arrangennt for remotely turning on the unit as it was __

released from the aircraft was provided.
8) A timing system was incorporated in the recorder.
The modified AJ/USq-1 units were calibrated against a 208

cri0 Co6 0 source over a rapne of intensities from zero up to about
&47.000 r/hr. or each intensity the shift in frequency of the trans-

mitted signal caused by the introduction of the radiation flux was
measured. This gave a curve of radiation intensity versus frequency
shift for each unite Application of these laboratory-prepared curves
to the frequency shift produced during penetration of the cloud gave
the intensity ef radiation in the cloud.

In order to subtract the transmitter shift due to internal
heating of the unit immediately after being turned on, several records
were d.4 in the laboratory under no-radiation conditions. An average
of these results for each unit vas then applied to the records taken
In the f isla.

Operational procedures required th, droppable units to remain
in unheated bomb bays at high altitudes for extended perlods. This
would have caused the batteries and electronic components to cool
below minimm operation temperatures. Ixternal heaters surrounded V
insulation provided an acceptable solution to the problem. The

essential features of heaters and insulation are shown in 7i s. 3*1
and 3.2. This assembly consisted of & thermost.¢ and small wire
hoating element which was wound In a spiral around the outside of the •1
canister shell. Te heating element was covered with an adhesive
tape vhich in turn was covered witb insulating material. Power to
the heater was supplied from the airplane's electrical system through
a quick disconnect which released vhen the weight of the canister was
ezrted on the connecting wires. This arrangement essentially reduced
the temperatur gradient of the canister surface to zero and retained
ground level temperatures inside the canisters during flight. The
insulation prevented the interioz of the canister from cooling below
the nniuaa operating temperat re during descent.

Tests during JANJIZ showed that the air brake device on the
A3/USQ-l was not suitable for launching at opeeds much greater than
130 knots nor from a standard bomb release. itbor of these objec-
tions would cause the brake to be unacceptable for use, therefore,
a completely new device was developed to Lve the desired rate of
fall and stability, with the added requirement that it permit the
AB/US-1 to be released in flight from the standard bomb system of an
aircraft traveling at 440 kots.

rke Parachute Branch of the Vright Air Development Center
provided the assembly shown in Fig. 3#2 which met all of the above
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requirements. A 26 lb lead nose yasn attached to the bottom end ofI theU .AN/TSq-1 to &Gsist Its separation from the airplane iumdiately-
an release. The harness arrangement provided a convenient umans of

* attaching the parachute to the canister and for holding the D-rings
used to suspend the unit from a standard bomb shackle. The parachute

riser pulled the arming pin for remotely starting the =mt.

.p . .'- -- .ni.- -

Pig. 3.1 AN/USq..3 e Detector-Transmitter with Insulation and Tape Cut
Awa to Sho Heater ilament and Thermos tat.

A r aset hae ans of relatinug the measured radiation Intensi-
tieshwith the timecuter detonation wasprovided by an accurate tier

equipped to mark the rec r.ina tapes with a pip at 10 see intervals.
This pip could be initiated manually, a feature which yasn used to
mark the tapes with a series of three pip@ at the instant of bomb
flash.

3.1.2 Instromentation In Dronet Aircraft

p-u-

"me recording rate meters used to measure gam radiation
Intensity In the drone aircraft were those used previously In

r'mNEOUSS by the laval Rladiological Defense Laborator7. The design
and operating characteristics of these units are fully described in
GRIJOuszRDeport WT-ll.(lO) The rats meters consisted essentially
of four parts: 1) A power supply to operate from the 28 volt DC

21
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generator in the aircraft, 2) a special nitrogen filled ionization
chamber, 3) f logarithmic amplifier designed to measure dose rates of.
from 1 to 100 r/hr, and 4i) a hot wire recorder.

Because of the space limitations in the cockpit of the Q-80.
aircraft, it was necessary to rearrange the components of the rate
meter. The modified unit is shown in Fig- 3.3 The rate meter was
also modified so that a radiation intensity of 15 r/hr closed a relay
whieb energized a solenoid used to initiate air flow through the cas-

ende imator used for particle size studies by Project 2.1. The air
flow through the impactor was directed in parallel with the flow
through the animal exposure container. When the radiation intensity
dropped to 3 r/hr the relay reopened de-energizing the solenoid and'
cutting off the air flow.

After modification of the rate meters they were calibrated
over the dosage range of 26-65,000 r/hr using 200 IV X rays, Co6 0
gama ray. and a 20,000 curie Ba-La source having an average ga -a

enarg of 1.3 Mov. The composite calibration curve is given in
Fig. 34- -%

3.2 IW.!GRATID Zrr'U JAMA RAIATION DO5

The integrated external ga=m radiation dose during cloud pas-
sage van measured using a number of standard integrating dosimeters.
The principal dosimeter used, and the one perhaps giving the most
reliable results, was the NBS film pack covering the dosage ran.
from 0-1500 r. Three film packs were placed inside the chassis of
each recording rate meter in the drones. Taplin chloroform doeimters.
Sievert ionization chambers, and FeSO4 chemical dosimeters were placed

in each animal exposure container. NS film packs were also attached
to the outside of each of the parachute-borne canisters to measure the
Integrated gama radiation dose during vertical descent through the
cloud.

3-.3 ISTRUMENTATION FOR THE STUDY OF INTERNAL HAZARD)

Determination of the internl radiation hazard associated with I
early passage through an atomic cloud required the most involved and
difficult measurements. Sixty C71 mice (30 gi) and two male macacus
monkeys (weighing approximately 3 k9 each) were placed aboard each of

the two Q.,-80 aircraft. Since droning of the aircraft resulted in
the loss of the cockpit pressure seal, it was necessary to enclose
the animals in a pressurized container. Outside air was presurized
and warmed by the aircraft pressure and heating cystem and led direct,
ly into the animal container without being filtered. After passage
through the animal container the air was exhausted directly into the
cockpit. xtensive testing prior to the operation was necessary in
order to determine the proper temperature and pressure settings corn-
patible with animal survival during the exposure. On the basis of
the pre-test studies it was decided that the allowable conditions

' ~2h"-
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within the animal containers were a temperature razig of 40 to 10007
and an air pressure setting of at least 5 pal above ambient air pros-
sure conditions. Because of pressure variation with aircraft poer
setting, a pressure relief valve was incorporated into the animl
container. The pressure valve was set to operate at a differential
of 5 psi. At the chosen operating altitudes of 28,000 to 32,000 ft
XSL the air pressure mintained inside the animal exposure container
corresponded to an altitude of 11o000 to 14.000 ft. The outlet or1-
fiee of the animal exposure container was adjusted to give a flow "
rate of at least 8 cu ft/min at an overpressure of 5 to 6 psi. Since
the volu of the container was 1 au ft, this flow rate provided at
least eight air changes per minute.

A cascade impactor vas incorporated into the air floe system of
the animal exposure container as a part of the particle size study
under Project 2.1 (VT-717). This did not alter the flow of air
through the animal container. -

Figure 3.5 shows the airtight animal exposure container complete
with air intake opening, exhaust orifice, solenoid valve, cascade
impactor, and pressure regulator. The radiation rate moter is also
shown,

The arrangement of the animals in the exposure container is
shown in Pies, 3.6 and 3.?. The monkeys were placed in restraining
boxes and lowered into the container first. The mice, confined in a
wire mesh cage which was fastened to the lid of the exposure container,
were suspended above the monkeys. The lid of the exposure container
was sealed with a neoprene gasket and tightened with wing nuts.

Uach drone aircraft carried wing-tip tanks in which were placed
filters to collect fission product samples exterior to the aircraft.

Analyses of the filter saples were used to calculate the total num-
her of fioions occurring in the bomb and to compare the fission
product concentrations in the cloud with that in the tissues.

3.4 CLOUD MRATTUR-

Temp-tapes were attached on the inside of the thin skin of the
drone aircraft to estimate the maximnnm temperature encountered in
the cloud. One tape was attached on the inside of the nose wheel
door. Another was attached to the upper part of the nose section on
the inside of the equipment access panel. These temp-tapes changed
color at temperatures in excess of 650C and were capable of register-
ing the maxium temperature attained by the skin of the aircraft to
+ 150 C in the range of 650 to 175oC.

3.5 CLOUE "SURE(')

On Shot 9 a pressure nasuring device was attached to the

(a) This phase of Project 4.1 was proposed and carried out by Mr.
Philip Moors and Dr. Harold Plank, J-11, LASL.
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71g. 3.6 Monkey* in Restraining Boxes Inside Irposure Container

.1;

71g. 3.7 Mice in Wire Cage Being Placed in Rixposure Contain~er
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raiation rate mster in one of the aircraft. This unit consisted of
am a.timeter modified through an electrical circuit to measure pres-
aure change as a function of change In electrical, resistance. Using ;.,
the pover eunply of the rate meter and a second hot vire recorder
variaticna in pressure during flight ver recorded. The sensitivity
of the instrumsnt was such that a pressure change equivalent to a
change in altitude of t-OO ft could be recorded.

29
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OPZRATI 01

4.1 CANIS= 2M OPERATIONS

Airplanes were to drop 10 parachute-borne canisters, containing
telsetering facilities, through each air burst shot of the test
series* These units yore released li trail displaced horizontally
at intervals of about 700 ft, fire canisters being dropped from each
of wo &ircraft. One group of canisters was released at 35,000 ft
JUL at N + 1.7 mn. These canisters intercepted the cloud as It
rmhed 6,000 ft and passed through the radiation field at a rela-
tive rate of approximately 150 ft/sec. The other group of five
canisters was released at an altitude of 49,000 ft P.L at B + 7 min,
and va ezpectod to intercept the cloud at 40,000 ft HSL and pass
through it at approximately 200 ft/sec. Plans were that the third
cnister released in each group would traverse the approximate hori-
sontal center of the visible cloud., and of the remainins four, two
would be dropped on each side. This plan would provide for radiation
dose readings from two canisters through each side of the cloud and
one through the center.

Prior to takeoff IDS film packs were secured to the outside of
each canister. On D + 1 daI y the canisters were recovered and the
filn packs removed for determination of the integrated radiation dose
received tr each unit.

4-*2 amOU Am =R? PEAIN

The monkeys vert placed in the restraining boxes and the mice
in the wire cages 2.4 hrs before shot time to provide for a rest rI
period after handling. The rest period was to minimize the possi-
bility of the animals hper-ventilating during passage through the
cloud. At B-i hour. with the drones ready for takeoff, the animals L i
and integrating doei.etens were placed in the exposure container and

he container placed in the cockpit and immdiately attached to the
ventilating system. Before loading the radiatinn rate moter aboard
the airoraft, three VMS film packs were aped to the inside of the
chassis. T positions of the film packj are shown in Fig. 3 .-.
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The rate mter was placed in the cockpit followed by the animal ex-
posure container. Both units were securod to the seat of the aircraft ._
vith the shoulder straps.

Ybe planes climbed to their penetration altitudes of 28.000 and
30,000 ft ML on Shot 4 &ad 30,000 and 32.000 ft on Shot 9 vtre they
orbite d for approximately one-half hour before shot tim. The orbit-
ing period yes utilized to position the drones accurately by ground
radar control so that the prsdeterminmd position of the cloud could
be intercepted at & specified tim within plus or minus I see. After
bomb detonation the drones wore directed once through the aloud, ino-
diately returned to base and the aninld saorifioed using chloroform.
All animals yore sacrificed in approximately 30 mn after passing
through the aloud to minimi se biological fractionation sad transloca-ties.

Imdiately after sacrifice the mice wore dipped in molten peraf-

fin to fix any fission product activity deposited on the ftar. be
purpose of this procedure va to control contamination of tissues and
orgns during their removal from the caroass. The dead animals wore
placed in a refrigerated coupartuent, put &board an aircraft and flown
to Los Alamos for analysis.

Upon reaching Los Alamo ,11 animls were autopsieod izediatoly.
The lungs, livers, and ptstroi.testLnal tracts of five mice we-).
pooled or grouped for analysi making a total of 1-0 samples of each . .. ,

orgn from the 60 animals in each drone pla.. The skins of the mon-
kys were resected to avoid fission product contamination of the
underlying tissues. The lungs, bronchial trees above the hilus, the
livers, and gestrointestinal tracts vere taken and analyzed i*divi-
dually.

The tissue samples vwr digested to remove organic matter using
perohloric and ritric acids. The inorganic residue was dissolved in
21 MO3,. diluted to volum &ad aliquots asalod for r97 (1? hr half-
life) iand No (67 hr half-life). The methods used for the analyses
were those used by Grouap J-11, ZLASL. for the chemical determination of 6'
bomb yiald..(l5)

During cloud passage each aircraft carried specifically designed
tip tanks equipped vith cloud sampling filters. These filters pro-
vided for the collection of a representative cloud sample simulta-
neously with the exposure of the animals. Analysis of the tip tank
filters and the animal tissues by the sam analytical procedures faci-
licated interpretation of the biological results in term of the frs-
tion of the bomb cloud retained by the animals from inhalation duriw g
the cloud pass. The tip-tnk filter samples wore also analysed by
Oioup J-l. LABL, to determine bomb yiell and to provide a oalibration
of the methods used for analysts of the tissue samplos.

.,.. ....
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5.1 ZXYZRAL C&&)0A DIZATION INTPMNITT

3.1.1 Resunt U23 CaDister

Although the experimenta1 plan called for parachute-canister
drope on each air burst detonation of the UPSHOT-KNOTHOLIC series. the
only participation wes in Shots 4 ai t 9.ordito

On Shot 4 it appeared that the canisters missed the radiation
Cload entirely since a strong teleastered signal vas received from
all10 canisters, but the records showed to indication of radiation.

On Shot 9 the canisters were not released from the higher air-
plane becaus of mlfunction of the bomb bay doors. Of the five units
released from 33,000 ft, telemtered data were obtained from two units
&n fils bdp readings from four. The first, econd, and fifth
canisters in order of rele&** were slightly off frequency. This-..1
caused %e recorders to sero off scale and resulted in no data being
obtained from the Ionisation chambers. Canisters 3 and 4 gave good
records with No. 3 going off scale on passage through the most Intense
pert of the radiation field. The respective dose rate curmves are.
shown Is Pp. 5.1 and 5.2. )blziuum intensities of 27,000 and 38,000 .

• /hr were recorded In the cloud at 2.7 min. Indications were that 'the
canisters fell somewhat short of the cloud center.

5,1,2 Rfults in Dron Aircraft

Operatio of the recording rate soter in the drone aircraft
was about 50 per cent effective. On Shot 4 the lower drone (28,000

ft MBL) missed the visible cloud but penetrated the radiation field.
The tape on the recording rate meter Jammed, however, about 10 sec
after entry. At that time the r4te meter registered a mximum radis-
tion intensity of about 7500 r/br 3.7 mis after detonation. This, of
course, was near the boundary af he radiation field. The rate moter ,'.,
on the hil~er aircraft (30,000 ft) gave a complete and continuous
,'woord of the radiation intensity which shoved a maximum dose rate of
7600 r/hr 4-3 min after TO (Fit. 5.3) There was no indication on the
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tape of a turbulent non-homogeneous radiation field.
On Shot 9 the drone aircraft missed the visible cloud on the

first pass but both made successful penetrations on a second trial.
The tape on the rate meter in the lover plane (30,000 ft ?4SL) Jammed
and no record of dose rate was obtained. The rate moter on the higher
plane ()2,000) ft gave a complete and continuous record of the radis.-
tion intensity which showed a maximumt value of O.0O r/hr .4 min
after detonation (Fie. 5.4). Again there was no indication of a non-p homogeneous radiation field. The results of the raidiation intensity .
measurements and the conditions for both the canister and drone air-
craft rate meter readings are sumarized in Table 5.1. The values
for maximum radiationt intensity differ from those given in the pro-
liminary report due to recalibration of the equipmnt and more
accurate analysis of the records.

5e2 IM'GAE EXTERN4AL G&14L RADIATION DOSE

As mntioned in paragraph 3.2, NBS film packs were attached to
the parachute-borne canister& used in the radiation dose rate stuadies.
These f ilm pecks provided a measurement of the total integrated gaim.-
radiation dose received by the canisters during passaCe t.hrou~gh the
radiation field.

All canisters dropped during Shot 4 missed the cloud and the
fil.' badges shoved readings of onlyL6O.41which was considered to be
background. Duri'- Shot 9, all of the five film packs from the 35,000
ft drop plane hit the cloud and four were recovered. These showed
dosages of from1Z'7 to 200r3 The integrated radiation doses received
by canisters 3 and4 vere 4a-1o determined by integrating under the
radia-tion Intensity curves shown in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2. The integra-
tions showed accumulated doses of IF14 and 185 ,1 respectively.

The drone aircraft carried NBS film psc~e-, Taplin chloroform
dosimeters, FeSO 4 dosimeters. Sievert ionization chambers, and the
recording dose rate meters which could give total integrated dose.
Satisfactory readings were obtained from the film packs, the Taplin
dosimeters, and the integrwtted dose rate curves. The !JES film cks
In the d ones that traversed the visible cloud shoved doses of1 !1, 21,
and 29 r. Integration of the rate ogtr curves given in Figs. 5.3 and
5.iJ shoi total radiation doses oedf its and 37r

The data collected on the two shots by 2 various dosimeters
ad the conditions of measurement are suimmarized in Table 3.2.

5.3 INTERNAL WAARD FROM INIAL -TION OF FISSION PRODUCTS

The animal, exposure containers functioned exceptionally well.
All animals were returned from flights in good condition vith the ex-
ception of one mouse that was killed when his head was caugrht In the
exit tube of the pressure regulating valve. The condition was elimi-
nated on subsequent experiments. Neither mice nor monksys shoved any

physical or physiological symptom of overheating. chilling, anoxia.

I3



TA313 5.1 Maxhimnum Gairm Radiation Intensity in an Atomic Cloud

Mtoof Alti'unde of Maximum Penstration,(c)

CodPenetration DeRae (Min after
shot Pentration (ft) (r/hr) Detonation)

l& Aircraft(&) 28.000 7.500 3.7-

30,000 7.600 4.5

9 Canister 3 26.500 t1000 2 7 , 0 0 0 (b) 2.?

326.500 ±1000 38,000 2.?

Aircraft 30 .000 Tape Jmmed 6.8

*32,000 10,000 5.2

(a Plan penetrated r'adiation field but missed visible cloud, tape on
recorder Jamd about 10 sec after entering radiation field.

(b) Recorder vent off scale.
(c) Refers to visible cloud.

or radiation damaes.
The animals were killed within 30 sin after detonation time (TO)

and the carcasses vere delivered to the LASL in approximately 6 hr
after shot time.

During Shot Al the 28,000 ft drone was too low to penetrate the
visible cloud and the activities in the samples, if any. were below
the limits of detection. The 30,000 ft drone made a successful inter-
caption and traversed the lower half of the cloud. During Shot 9 both
drone aircraft missed the visible cloud on the first pass. The cloud
stabilized. however, and a second poss resulted in successful inter-
ceptions by both planes, although the penetration time were somewhat -
later than plannd. The 30,000 ft drone passed very nearly through
the center of the cloud in both the horizontal and vertical axis.* The
32.000 ft drone passed through the uppnr one-third of the cloud and
considerably to one side. With few exceptions anima~l tissues from the
successful flights contained very low but measurable activities.

The lungs, liversI and gastrointestinal tracts of the mice and
monkays were analyzed for Zr 9 7 and Mo9 9 . The lungs of the monkeys
were divided at the hilu. Into bronchial and alveolar portions. All
analyes were completed within a period of time not exceeding one half-
life of the isotope.

The observed Zr 97 and Mo99 activities were corrected for
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hemieal recover, Counting effictency, and radioactive decay to
obtain the activities in the various tissu s of To . From the knovu
fission yields of the isotopes, the total number of fissions necessary
to produce the observed activities were calculated.

The tip-tank filters from each drone aircraft and other filter
samples collected for bomb efficiency measurements were analysed by
J-1l, LASL. 7r= theme data the total nuaber of fissions occurring
in the Ostonation and the bomb yields were calculated. The calcu-
l&ted% Afor Shots 4 and 9 were 10.6 and 26.4 XT. reepectiv ly, and
the respective numbers of fissions produced were 1.50 x 1;R and 3-64
X 1024.(16) issumlng that the Zr and Mo activities found In the tis-

esus were representative of the total fission product mixture, the "
fractions of the bomb fission cloud found in the tisues of the ani-
mals were calculated by dividing the observed activities expressed in
terms of nmaber of fissions, by the total number of fissions occurring
in the detonation.

Mhese results are eummarized in Tbles -.3 and 5.4 for mice and
monkeys, respectively.

Analyses of the tip-tank filters for Zr97 and Mo99 shoved that
the ratio of Zr and No activities in the cloud, corrected to To, was
6.5/1. Sumtion of the total activities at T found in the animals
gave a Zr to go ratio of 2,3/1 in mice and 3421 in monkeys.

5.4 PR T';,

On both shots the temp tapes attached to the skin of the air-
craft failed to register. This observation indicates that at the
times and altitudes of penetration the temperatures reached by the
skin of the aircraft in the cloud were les than 650C.

5.5 PISSR ClAOGE IN TE CIfJD

TIv pressure measuring device mentioned in paragraph 3.5 was
Installed in the drone aircraft that penetrated the Shot 9 cloud at
32-00 ft. The device appeared to function satisfactorily and exami-
nation of the record shoved a pressure increase in the cloud at the
time of penetration (5.2 min after detonation) equivalent to les than
that which would result from & change of 100 ft in altitude.

(a) Radiochemical yields for Shots 4 and 9 are 11.0 and 26.0, respec-

tively, for report purposes.

h. 2
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Th. data, on maximum gae radiation dose rates in the bead of the
clovd fro two detonations of the UPSHOT-]OTHOQL series are sum-._
lad in Table 5.1. The mazmm doee rate measured In the cloud from
Shot 4 (10.6 1T) 4.5 mnn after detonation was 7600 r/hr. The mim
dose rates masured In the cloud from Shot 9 (26*4 f64.7 and 5.4 an
after detonation vere 38.000 and 10.000 r/hr, respeativd2. The two

K measurements on Shot 9 axe in epeent vhen corrected for the differ-
ene in tim of penetration and the expansion of the cloud. The cor
responding doese rate curves are given ia Pigs. 5.1, 5.2, 5.3. and 5.4.
These results are In genersl agreement with thoee obtained by Koch (10)
during QEM Z and with the lower values predicted from theoretial
considerations (i.1l,17).

The agreoement between the present msasuremsits mad. In the head
cio h loud wihthose a"bKoh( which penetration was through

the stem) sunsete that dose rate measurements in the stem of the mush-
room aloud my apply to the head itself. Consideration of the prevent
data on dose rate along with the more complete studies by Koch provides
a basis for a gonral analyuis of the dose rate problem within a n"
&tomic aloud.

All available data of the average doese rate vithin am atomic
aloud at early tims are compiled in 7ig. 6.1. Of the 35 points. 32
&re from Koch's report and 3 are from the present study. Ris results
are from three GMMEBOU83 shota, deoano.de 3 i
covering ties from 3.3 to 25 min af ter detonation. The 3} fite,'f"tn
UMWT8O MLZ cover jsess of 10.6 to 26. XT and time from 2.7 to5.2 min. Altittdes of penetration rae from 10.000 to 32.000 ft. and

penetrations include both the stem and the cap of the muhz-om.
Considering the range of conditions, the results are surprisingly

consistent, the scatter about the lin being about a factor of 2 each
way.b P~rticularly Interesting is the lak of correlation with kilo-
tonnage. A leaut-squree analysis of the data led to the best fit

' curve labeled 1D, whose equation is
D 1.31 x 1O5 t-2 . 0 6  (6.1)

k% % % %

'N, .1-

*
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where t in the time after detonation in min and D is in r/hr.
Sam insight into the factors determining this relationship my

be derived from the following considerations: Since even at time of a
fey minutes the cloud is alread7 several pamms mean free paths in di&-
sister, thdosoe rate we be regarded as determidned by the migration of -:

the active material to a distance at which air absorption shields the
aitrcraft. The dose to the aircraft is therefore received entirely from,.-:
& sphere of onstant effective radius* The amount of active material--.:

within this sphere isjust sawns constant divided by the volume of the
entire cloud, assuming uiform distribution of the fission products. '

If we asemme for simplicity that the volume of the cludIs &

linear function of tim (data on the Ono-nnAl cloud.* given in the ..

It'feet ofAtomic Waoone (12) ow roughly this dependence) and cor-
rt the dose curve J of Fig. 6.1 for cloud expansion by multiplying
,every poit by & number proportional to the tims since detonation. ve
obtain the curve labeled 'ft. (This curve wras ar-bitrar'ily madle to pass
thrug the average point of all the data; therefore, only the slope is -

'4 of signiicea.ce.) Mthematically this reduces the exponent of t bye• ~m, ad tas equation of the now cutre Is of the form , i

For comparison, the experimental curve for the total p m enearg emit-
ted by the fission products as a function of time (9) (labeled t-1 .20)
is given normalized to the averuge point. The close agreement between
the last two ourves vould seen to indicate that the two mejor factors
Inluencing the dose rate in &n atomic cloud are decay of the fisuion
products (s t"1&20) and expansion of the cloud (roughly as tl' 0 ).

A similar analysis of the maxium dose rates found in the same
3 msurements yields & least-squares equation:

- 2.17 X 105t-1 - 98 .  (6.3)

That Is, local concentrations of fission products and geometric factors
lead to maximum rates of about twice the average rates.

From the above discussion the following generalis ations regarding
doe rate In an atomic cloud my be made.

1) "w dose rate in the cloud is relatively independent of kilo-
toumns". (Independence of kilotonnage results from the fact that total4
quantity of fission products and cloud volume both vary linearly with
kilotonnage, &ad therefore cancel in their effect@ on dose rate.)

2) to within a factor of 2, the average dose rate in a cloud ts
given by

= 1.31 z o5t-2.o6  (6.1)

whom I Is the aversa dose rate in r/hr and t is the tim since deto-
nation in sin.

3) The two prim factors contributing the above equation are the
Jecay of the fission products PA t-1.20 and the expansion of the cloud,
wushl, as t1 ° 0 .
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Additional information regarding radiation dose rate in an atomic
cloud my be obtained by comparison of the observed results with theo-
retical predictions.

At least three theoretical predictions of the gas dose rate in
an atomic cloud have been made. A comparison of these predictions vith

. the experimental results is given in 7ig. 6.2. The theoretical results
vere all calculated for a 20 IT weapon and are reported in terms of the
dose rate expected at a given altitude, the time of passage being the
time at which the center of the cloud reaches that altitude. The rate
of rise given by Cohen arid Plsesset (4 ) Is used in all three papers. We -:
have therefore plotted the theoretical predictions in terms of the time .

of p asage and have converted to dose rate for those cases in which the
original data predicted total integrated dose. Since the same aircraft

* (300 uph) and cloud diameters (those given by Cohen and Plesset) were
used throughout the three papers, the conversion is straightforward.
Landahl (11) and Cohen and Pleseet both use t " 1 &2 as the decay function
for the gem emission and find curves whose slopes are in agresment
with this experiment. An mentioned above, this decay law is verified
by the experiments of Katcoff et al.(q) Teresi (17) on the other hand
has used t-( 0 89 for the decay, clearly an erroneous choice.

The other outstanding difference between the calculations is the
different assumptions as to the effective pa ray energy, Landahl

• .1 using 3 Mev, Cohen and Plesset, 1 14v. and Teresi several values from
which we have chosen the lowest. 0.7 4v. It is clear that the extent
of disagreement is a result of the choice of gamm energy, and that by
assumi tg an energy eomevhat lover than 0.7 Hav, together with the
proper exponent for the decay of -- amission, good agreement with theIexperimental results could be obtained. The conclusion that the aver-
ae gam energy is quite low was reached on experimental grounds by

I,- loch, by the Biomedical Group of LASL, and in the present experiment.
:,1 A number of generalizations may be made from the data shown in

7ig. 6.2. .
The theoretical anayses of Cohen and Plesset and of I&ndahl pre-

dict the proper time dependence of dose rate, the former results being
somewhat better.

Both Cohen and Plesset and Landahl consistently arrive at too
high a dose rate due to the assumption of too high an average gamma

Teresi has used very nearly the proper gamma energy, but his pre-

dictions are too high at times greater than 4 =in due to the use of the
wrong value for the decrease in &um ray emission with time. At
shorter times his results for Z, - 0.7 Mev agree well with the experi-
mental observations.

6.2 INTMOATED ZZT2ERNAL RDIATION DOS!

The various measurements of total external radiation dose accumu-
lated by passing through the head of the clouds from Shots 4& and 9 are
sumarized In Table 5.2

The YeSC4 dosimeters and Sievert ionization chambers vere
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usatifactory. The frnsr vas uns&tisfactory because the radiation
doses were below the rmame of the method and the latter because of un-
knwn factors probably related to pressure and tomperature effer*f.
The Taplin dosimetere indicated total doses of -15 and 15-25 r %,Vhich
were consistent vith NBS film badge results.

Obviously the total dos received in a single cloud psse is a
function of the time after detonation and the total time required to
traverse the cloud. FLU packs in dro planes that traversed the
cloud at 4 0 knots 4.5, 5.2, and 7 min after detonation shoved accumu-
lated domes of 11,21 and 29 r, the length of time inside the cldui
being different for each penetration as shown in Table 5.2. Film badges
dropped through the cloud verticaly at speed& of 90 knots at 2.7 min
after deto-tion showed total domes of from 77 to 200 r depending on
distave of penetration from cloud center. It Is difricult to compare
accurately these total doses Independently of the rate curves (Figs.
5.1. 5.2. 5.3. 5.4) which give the length of time e-posed. Assumption
of a spherical cloud permits estimation of the approximte times inside
the visible cloud. Application of these tin es to the total doses gave
results that are not seriously inconsistent.

The Iutegrated dose rate curves from the drones gave higher total
doses than the fIlm packs ly a factor of about 2, which may be explain-
able on the basis of the possibly l&rg. error in read.ingr the log scale
recording tapes for highor intensities and the lack of response of the
06 film packs to the very low enrgy radiation filtered by the 1.01 za
of tin and 0.3 ma of lead surrounding the film package. Results of
integration of the rate curves from the parachute-born, canisters are
consistent with the corresponding film pack readings &ad coapare yell
with the total doses received by the drone planes when the earlier
time of aloud penstraton and the slower rate of fall of the canisters
are taken into consideration.

These observ tions of total integrated dose are in general agree-
ment with the lower values predicted from theoretical considerations

Since the dose rate is relatively independent of bomb yield and
the total integrated dose is directly dependent only on transit time,
the total dose received by personnel flying through the cloud umy be
calculated from the cloud size. the speed of the aircraft and the
average dose rate as a funotion of time after detonation given by curve

Sin 71g. 6.2.

6.3 _IJ gAL EA A) FROM IWEALTION 01 FISSION PR DUCTS

Both mice and monkeys were used to estimate the internal hazard
from the Inhalation of fission products during flight through the
cloud. Monkeys were used because their respiratory anstoW and physi-
ology closely resemble that of van. Howner, because of tLe restricted
space In the QI-80 aircraft only two monkeys could be flown in each
plane. Sixty mice were added to each aircraft to permit better statis-
tical evaluation, to correlate present results with data collected at
GZI EOUSR, and to attempt a correlation between ice and monkeys.
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All animals were sacrificed as soon as possible after exposure to avoid
metabolic fractiontion and trsnslocation of the Inhaled fission pro-
ducts. The luncs, livers, and gastrointestinal tracts of the animals
were analysed for Zr 9 ? and Mo99. Assuming that the Zr and Mo activi-
ties found in the tissues were representative of the total fission
product mixture, the fraction of the bomb fission cloud found in each
tissue was estimated. These results are summrised in Tables 5.3 and
5.4 for mice and monkeys. respectively. The fission product activities
found in the majority of samples yore quite low. The aliquote taken
for analysis gave net counting rates of 1/5-4 times background, there-
fore, the results my be good to only ± 20 per cent due to statistical
counting errors alone.

Vten theme data and the data for the tissue activities at To are
studied, a number of pertinent points are apparent. These points are
considered below.

6.3.1 _r7btio.tin and Translocation of Zr and Mo

Analyses of the tip-tank filter samples shoved a Zr 9 /Mo 9 9 aC-
tivity radio in the cloud of 6., when calculated to To. Couparison of -this ratio with the ratios of the total activities found In the anismls
(2.*3 in mice, 3.2 in mn ksys) shows that Zr ad Mo were fractionated
duriug the experiment. The fractionation was a factor of 2 in monkeys ":
and a factor of 3 in mice. These results could be produced either by
loss of Zr in the ventilating system of the aircraft and the exposure
container or by much lover retention of Zr by the animal. It is doubt-
fal, however, on the basis of labor&tor7 retention stlidies of inhaled
aerosol* that even with 100 per cout retention of Mo the Zr retention
could be low enough to account for the observed difference in the Zr/o
ratios, In the latter connection attention should be directed to the
probable difference In the solubility of the oxides of Zr and Mo. The
Zr02 If quite insoluble while the most likely oxide of NO (XoO3 ) is
quite soluble. Whether these differences in solubility would contri-
bute to the fractionation of Zr and Mo In controversiLl. There Is no
doubt, however, that solubility contributed materially to the metabolic
trmnlocation of g4o to the liver. The data in Tables 5-3 and 5*4 xhow

that the amm' of Zr in the liver vas only about 1/100 of that found
In the lnsm . The amount of 1o found in the liver, however, was equal
to or greater than that in the lungs. Those observations prompted &
subsequent experiment in which two groups of mice were given a solution
of fission products prepared from the tip-tank filter samples. One
group received the solution ntratracheally mad the other orally. The
animals were killed 30 win later and livers, lung., and gastrointesti-
nal tracts analysed for Zr and o activity. The resulte showed that Zr "
was not absorbed either from the lung or from the Satrointestinsl
tract. Over 99 per cent resmined in the lung or the gut 30 sin after
administration. Molybdenum, however, vas readily absorbed from the
lung and to the extent of about 10 per cent from the gut. The lung ab-
sorption data are not directly applicable to the present problem, how-
ever, because the o was in so7ution when administered which would
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eoliminate the effect of rate of solution of MoCs on rate of metabolic

treaslocat ion.I.6.3.2 Inasstign of Fission Product
During the experiments conducted at GXM0USZ (1) the aot

of activity ingested by nice vas &bout 100 time that deposited in
their lungs. Baference to the data in Table 5.3 sbove that appreciable
amounts of activity were ingested b.N the mice in the present experi -_

mate. The amounts,* however. were not nearly as great. The amount ofI Zr Ingested by mice vas approiately equal to the amount found in the
lung while the amount of No In the gastrointestinal tract was about
fourz tims that In the lungs. Obviously the major pert of the ingested
material resulted from the nice licking their fur. The much smaller
&mounts of Ingested activity observed in the present studies.* as corn-
pared with those observed during the GREUMOU3R experiments. probably
resulted from earlier sacrifice of the animals.

The monkeys were restrained in a manner which minimized the
possibility of licking (see Fig. 3.6) * therefore. the amounts of Zr and
No found in the gut wera much loe than for nice. Only about one-
eighth as mob Zr was found in the gastrointestinal tract as in the -

lungs and only about one-third as mrch Mo.
It seem reasonable to assum that the amount of ingested ac-

tivity found In the animals has very little application to the internal
hazard confronting &ircrevs flying through an atomic cloud even though
the possibility exists that some inhmad material may be passed into
the oropharynx by ciliary action andl then swallowed* In the applied
case ingestion way be considered negligible and inhalation may be as-I 51sued to be the primary hazard.

On the basis of the above assumiption the data for fraction of
tefission cloud deposited in the lungs were recalculated and adjusted

for metabolic translocation of Mo using the results of the preliminary
experiment mentioned under section 6.3.1. The correction applied was
to add in the results for monkey bronchA and, in case of both mice ax-
monkeys, to add the Mo In the liver minus 10 per cent of that found in

* the gut& The corrected values were then converted from fractions of
the cloud to fission Inroducts expressed as total fissions required to
produce the observed activities. The conversion was made merely by,
multiplying the fraction of the cloud deposited Lu the laungs by theI number of fissions occurring in each detonation. These results are
summarised in Table 6.1. Thees data indicate average values of 6.1 x
106 and 10.3 x, i07 for the fission products (expressed an number of
fissions) deposited In the luns of mice and monkeys, respectiyely&
The valu, for mice, based on the average No results is 9 x 100 which
compares favorably with the average value of 8 x 10' for GREENHOUSE (1)
Shots Dog and Usy which was also base.: zk assay of Mo in the lungs of
mice. The excellent agreement is perhaps fortuitous.

Prior to adjustment for metabolic translocation the Mo and Zr
results showed essentially equal fractions of the fission cloud in the
lungs of the animals, therefore, correction of the Ho valus by adding 1
& major portion of teactivity found in the liver produced a
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dlsrepncy of a factor of 2-3 between the Zr and No results. There
was no logioal basis, however, to ignore the rapid metabolic transloca-
tie of No and the high concentrations found in the liver* The aver-
ages of the adjusted Zr and No values are believed therefore to repre-
sent the amounts of fission products deposited in the lungs of the
rals to vithin a factor of 2. The factor of uncertainty obviously
resulted from the fractionation of Zr 9 ? and Jo99 activities during the
animsl exposue"s. The explanstion for this observed fractionation is

matter of conjecture at the present tiJs..1i-

6..3 htrauolAtion of ReSWlt ;-

The average values for fission products deposited in the lungs
of nice and monkys a be compared and extrapolated to man on the
basis of respective minute respiratory volumes. The minute respiratory
volumes of various laboratory animals and na were shown by Ouiyton (7)
to be correlated with the body weight according to the expression

respiratory volume/m in cc - 2.1 x (body vt in gua)3/.

Using the above expression the respiratory volumes for & 30 gm mouse,
a 3 fg monkey, and a 70 kg in are 27, 850, and 9000 cc/min. respec.
tively.

Dividing the avera& values gitven in Table 6.1 by the corres-
ponding mi te orespiratory volumes gave values of 2.2 x 105 and 1.3 x
io3 for the fission products deposited per cc of respiratory volume
per minute by nice and monkeys respectively.

These values agree remarkably well considering the difference
In sise and respiratory a&nstosW of the two species and support the
feasibility of extrapolating the data for monkeys to man. The results
obtained for mnkeys my be extrapolated to man merely by multiplying
1.3 x 105 by the appropriate mnmate respiratory vol . This calcula-
tios Indicates that & man flying through the cloud from an atomic bomb
under the conditions of this experiment would deposit in his lungs the
fission products from 1.2 x 109 fissions. Concerning the relative im-
portance of the internal hazard as compared to the external hazard,
only an order of magnitude of agreement of the above data is essential
to support the conclusion m de later n the report.

The above result =W be applied directly to generml operational
conditiort for military aircraft. During the experiment the animals
wore in a pressurized compartmnt at a pressure approximately 5 psi
above ambient conditions. The total pressure inside the exposure con-
tainer when the drones wore at 28,000 - 32,000 ft was about 10 psi
which to approximately equal to the operational pressure in military
&Ircraft. The total volume of the container was only 1 cu ft and the _

air flow rate was adjusted to provido approximately eight air changes
per minute. Although the rate of air change in the exposure container
was far greater than that for military aircraft, theoretical treatment
of the effect of rate of air flow on the linhaltion hazard inside the
plane indicates that the hazard is relatively Independent of the rate
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of turnover of cabin air, being slightly greater for higher rates of
air flow.

Obviously the amount of fission products inhaled during passage
will have an inverse linear relationship with the speed of the aircraft.

6.3.4 Internal Radiation Hazard from Inhalation

Three major factors must be considered n evaluating the inter-
nal radiation hazard from inhalation of radioactive material during A
flight through an atomic cloud. Thiw first factor is that of radiation
dose delivered to the lungs by deposition of the gross fission product
mixture, second is the systemic radiation hazard resulting from absorp-
tion and local deposition of the relatively long lived nuclides such as
Sr9 0-!9 O, and third the alpha radiation hazard to the system and the
lung from Inhalation of unfisesioned Pu2 39 and u235.

Calorimetric measurements by Day and Cannon (5) indicate that
the total energy release rate in the form of beta and amm radiation
from a mixture of fission products is given by the expression

Z(t) - 5.1 t-1 .23 (6.4)

vhere X Is the total energy release rate in Mev/sec/fission and t is
the time since fission in seconds.

The maximum dose rate to tissue from the gross fission product 7.

mixture my be calculated t'y assuming uniform distribution of the fis-
sion products and total absorption of the radiation eneru in the ts-
sue or organ. The dose rate. d, in mrep/hr from the products of 100
fissions/&a of tissue as a function of time after fission (sec) is
given by the followting calculation:

d(t) . 5.1 NYl/seo/f x 106 f/op x it-1*23- 3.16 x 105 t-1 -2 3 (6.5)

.here 3. i03 sec/hr • 1.6 • 10-6 erOr/Mev
9.3 x 10-2 ergs/gm/mrep

The above expresion is plotted in Fig. 6.3 in vhich mrep/hr from the
products of l0 fissions/pt is plotted against time after fission in

secoonds* eference to this Mrph shovs that the dose rate delivered to
tissue from the products of 100 fissions go should be about 280 mrep/hr.
5 in after detonation. Taking 1.2 x 104 as the number of fissions
producing the products deposited in the lung of a man during flight
through the cloud at 5 mn after detonation, the maximum dose rate de-
livered to 1000 go of lung (assuming uniform distribution and total
energy absorption) would be

1~~j~ 9 2 336 mrep/hr.j1 • 10i x lob epy

By integrating the previous expression for dose rate an expres-
sion is obtained for the total dose D delivered over an infinite time
to a tissue that picks up the products of 100 fissions/gm of organ at
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ti r (see) after detonations The integrated equation is as follows:

)- (t)dt - 382 T- 0 2 3 mrep/10 6 fisuions/gm. (6.6)

Teaboe expression in platted in ]'tg. 6.4 and shows that the into-"2:
Crated dose from the products of 106 fis ions/gm deposited at m min

after detonation would be approximately 100 msp.
Taking 1.2 x 109 as the number of fissions producing the fis- "i.i

&ion products deposited in the lungs of a mam flying through the cloud
at 5 min after detonation the integrted rlaition dose delivered to -
his lunfs ouln beo t

1.2 x 109 • 00 12 msp

If an uncertainty factor of 2 in introduced to allow for the
fractionation of Zr 9 7 and Me99 during the experinmnt then the rmn.
estiate of Internal radiation dome to the lun is 240 mrsp. The
=axiuu external radiation dose shown by the f ilm packs was 29 r,
therefore, the ratio of external to internal hazard from flight through
the cloud at about 5 min after detonation is approximately 100/1.

The Independenoe of external dose rate on bomb yield was ex-
plained in section 6.1 and was attributable to both total fission pro-
duct yield and cloud volume varying linearly with kilotonnage, the con-
centration of fission products in the air being independent of bomb
size. The total external dose therefore varies with bomb slse only as
the tim of transit through the cloud varies. A similar situation
holds for the internal hazard. Assuming ventilation normal for pres-
surized aircraft, the amount of respiratory uptake depends on the con-
centration of fission products in the cloud and on the transit time. '2
Therefore, the ratio of external to internal hazard should be inde-
pendent of kilotonne. Lihwise, since the radioactive decay of the
fission products governs the time dependence of both the exte-nal and
Internal hazards their ratio is time independent. The above discussion
applies only to those situations where the cloud radius is several "

cu mean free paths, a condition fulfilled for all the shots con-
sidered. t

The systemic hazard from absorption and deposition of the long
lived fission products my be calculated from data given in Hunter and
Ballou's (8) amweo of relative fission product activity as a function
of time after fission.

The most hasardous long lived nauclies are those formed in
relatively high yield and which deposit in bone upon ab~orption into
the systemic circulation. The Sr 9 O-T9O pair is by far the most impor-
tant. The present data show that a man in an aircraft flying through
the cloud from Shot 9 at about 5 min after detonation would deposit in
his lungs the fission products from about 1.2 x 109 fissions. Using
22 per cent absorption of the Sr 9 0 from the lung (13) and the fission
yield of Sr 90 given by Bunter and Ballou (8), the calculated amount of
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theme nuclides deposited in the skeleton would be 10"6 gc/. Compe.r1-
son of the above result with the mximum permissible amount of Sro0-T 0

of 1 go reoomnded in the NBS Handbook 52 (13) shows the chronic
hazard from this source to be quite negligible.

The next most important bone seeking nuclides are Cel 4 -pr -4 .

which are less readily gbsorbed from the lung and only about one-sixth
as hazardous as Srgo_7. These results indicate that the systemic
hazard from lung absorption of the relatively long lived bone seeking
fission products inhaled during flight through the cloud is insignifi-
cant.

The Internal hazard from inhalation of unfissioned Pu239 or
U23 5 may be shown to be completely negligible by taking Shot 4 as a
specific example. Radiochemical determination of yield and calcultion
of the amount of Pu2 3 9 produced by neutron interaction with the tamper
showed that the amount of untiesioned plutonium in the cloud was about

Estimation of the average fraction of the cloud that would be
aoep~ited in the lungs during passage gave a value of 4.2 x 10-10. The
amount of plutonium dePosjled vould be that fraction of

The recommended aximuinm permissible amounts
of plutonium in the lungs and in the bone are 0.8 x 10-2 Mc and 4 x
10 cgC. respectively.(13) Unfissioned U23 5 is even more insignificant.

The above considerationus apsume --. nominal distribution of the
inhaled activity within the body. Consideration has been given to the
possibility that insoluble radioactive particles might be inhaled and
deposited in the lung alveoli or pulmonary(hilar) lymph nodes and pro-
dude localized "hot spot. w While the significance of such a possi-
bility is a yet indeterminate, it is felt that the relative importance
of this hazard is not sufficient to materially affect the conclusions

It seems reasonable, therefore, to conclude that the potential
Internal radiation hazard from inhalation is quite insignificant com-
pared to that from external gama rays. These insignificant internal
radiation hazards may be minimized oven further if desired by such
operational practices as closing the aircraft ventilating system and
wearing oxygen masks over the target.

6.4 ?UK ThZeKAURN

None of the individual elements of the temperature tapes which
were selected to change color at various temperatures responded. This
indicated that the temperature reached by the thin skin of the aircraft
as it passed through the head of the cloud va less than 650C.

....

A/ 1.2 .1o .3, ..Z S d.in-, .o :g 0 2 .90
2.2 x 106 die. min-1 igc-1

0 .6 x 10-6 go SrgO_Y9o. •
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6.5 P isZ, CHAGES IN THE CtcuD

The pressure measuring device installed in the drone atrcraft
that penetrated the Shot 9 cloud 5.2 mi. after detonation shoved a
pressure variation less than that corresponding to a change in alti-
tude of 100 ft. It my be assumed,. therefore, that no serious pressure
differential and associated turbulence vas encountered in the cloud at
tim of penetration.
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CUPM 7

CONCWBSICKS AM) UCOMOAIONS

7.1 COCMIN

Data collected in the present ani In pat studies of conditions
within an atomic cloud support a number of conclusions regarding the

hzrsto personnel flying through the cloud at relatively early

l. The average and mxim external go- radiation dose rates .4

within the cloud are dependent on penetration time and independent of
kilotonnags for the range of conditions studied IT. 2.7 - 25
sin, penetration altitudes of 16.000 - 32.000 ft and. vita bursts occr-
ring near the surface of the earth). The average does rate B. in r/hr
as a function of tim after detonation ws be estimated by the expres-
s ion

~ 1.31 z :l0 5 t 2 0

wbiro t Is the time of penetration In minutes.
2. The integrated external dose received by flying through the

cloud is dependent only on time of penetration (does rate) and on the
transit tims through the cloud, the latter being dapende3 o cloud
sise and thus an kllotonnage. Total doses of loe thanff r0-Juy be ox-
peated upon flying throqgb the clouds from detonations of 30 1? or lass
prvided penetration time are not earlier than 4 sin and the speed of
the aircraft to 400 knots or greater.,

3. The internal radiation hazard from Inhalation of fiession '.*

products during flight through the cloud Is negligible compared to the
external bazard. The ratio of the internal to external radiation dos
is appoximately 1/100 as an upper limit. The total internal dose is
dependent only an the time of penetration (dose rate) and transit tim
mi is Independent of kilotounage ex=ept insafar as cloud sise and thus
transit time is dependent on the bomb yield. The ratio of the internal
to external bsrd is independent of kil~ononage. The total internal
radiation dose to the lungs from inhalation of fission products during c:
flight through the cloud from a 30 IT bomb 5 mis after detonation is
about.240 mop asan upper limit.
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&. fte interna alpha radiation haard from unfissioneod Pu2 39

a U235 is S nin f icant.
5. Mw internal radiation basard from inhalation o longlived

boz*-ssoking fission products, such as, Sr 9 0-Y9 0 and Col,-P 1 4 . is
ins ttifnLt "aes

6. Penotration of the cloud resulting from bombs of 30 KT orless at timea later than 4 min after detonation does not subject the ""
plane and personnel to serious temperature or pressure changes.

On the basis of the present and past studies of the radiation
hazards within an atomic cloud the folloving recommendations my be
proposed.

1. It is reoommnded that no further studies of the relative
internal basard of flight through an atomic cloud be made. This in not
Intended to exclude laboratory studies on the possible effects of the 4

deposition of insoluble "adioactive particles In the lung alveoli and
2rmph nodes.

2. In the event of future studies of external Sa radiation
dose rate and integrated dose in clouds from weapons up to 30 KT yield,
It is recomended that consideration be given to the utilization of
high-speed menaud aircraft. The use of manned aircraft would provide
more accurate data on area and altitude of penetration and transit tims
through the cloud. Such studies my also include evaluation of the
sh elding characteristics of the aircraft in the various crow positions.
Repeoially attractive advantages of employing manned aircraft are the
increased control, maneuverability and resulting ease of hitting the
cloud, elimination of ground control radar facilities, and decreased
probability of aircraft loss. It would permit utilization of a type
of aircraft suited to extensive instrumentation and capable of flying
'vell above 30,000 ft, a combination not available in present drone air-
craft.
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